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INTRODUCTION
This document describes a general approach to routine
quality control (QC) of single-photon emission computed
tomography (SPECT) instrumentation. Its intent is to pro
vide recommendations, based upon good clinical practice,
that both the manufacturers and the user community can
support. It represents a broad spectrum of views of manufac
turers, medical physicists and nuclear medicine technolo
gists. The document's

further intent is to provide insights

into the need for SPECT QC, to describe some of the critical
performance parameters of a scintillation camera-based
SPECT system that are likely to vary with time, and to

program should give technologists
data with which to decide whether:
. to image patients
. to image

S to

put

off

ments focus

on the detection

of a change from

baseline, rather than on absolute characterization per se.
2. Performance requirements for a scintillation camera
based SPECT system are more stringent than the
requirements for planar imaging with the same camera.
Therefore, performing the measurements described in
this document will satisfy planar imaging QC in
addition to SPECT QC.
3. A routine QC program must include a sufficiently
comprehensive

suite of individual

measurements to

to have

the

patients

until

the

system

has

been

the recommendations

described

herein,

were deemedcritical:

should

not be burdensome.
realistically

reflect

the

clinical

use

of

the

system.
. It should

protocols

imaging

In generating

S It

the NEMA

in a call

several characteristics of an acceptable SPECT QC program

. It should

described in NU 1, 1994, Performance Measurement
of Scintillation Cameras). Thus, routine QC measure

putting

serviced and fixed.

helpful for a routine QC program.
Three important points must be made at the outset:

testing (for example, following

or

while

system serviced, or

describein generaltermsthe set of testsdeemedmost

1. The purpose of routine QC is to detect changes in
performance from a baseline condition. 1@'pically,
baseline characterization is performed by acceptance

normally,

patients

and clinicians the

emphasize

measures

of the stability

of the

system.
. It should

accurately

reflect

the adequacy

of the state of

the systemfor clinical use.
Since SPECT systems vary significantly in their designs,
it was not possible to describe in detail all measurements to
be performed (for example, specific acquisition and recon
struction parameters); for this, the user is referred to the
specific recommendations

of the system's manufacturer.

In

this regard, when specific aspects of the recommendations
given herein contradict manufacturers' specific recommenda
tions, the manufacturers'

recommendations

tale precedence.

One final word of caution: the fundamental design of
scintillation camera-based SPECT systems results in mul
tiple performance parameters being coupled or linked. Thus,
it is likely that an electrical or mechanical change in the

ensure adequate sensitivity to detection of detrimental

system will result in changes in several measured param

changes in performance. At the same time, the criteria

eters. In such a situation, it is tempting to rely on the
measurement of only one or two parameters (e.g., unifor
mity) for routine QC. Of major importance, the document's
recommendations assume the performance of all measure

used to judge the outcome of routine QC must not be
so strict as to misleadingly identify insignificant changes
as important. In this regard, a routine SPECT QC

ments at the recommended

frequency. It is thus critical

perform the entire suite of measurements
For further information,please contact: Richard Eaton, NationalElectrical
Manufacturers
Association,1300N. 17thSt.,Ste. 1847,Rosslyn,VA22209. mended times.

to

at the recom
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SOURCES OF GAMMA CAMERA SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE DEGRADATiON
While many parameters contribute to the overall perfor
mance of a system, the parameters which can change the
system performance from a known, acceptable condition, to

a degraded and possibly unacceptable condition are more
limited. For example, the coffimator angulation, uniformity
and consistent resolution across the FOV are all key
parameters of system performance. Since the QC program is
applied only to a system after its performance has been
judged acceptable, it should only measure parameters that
can potentially

change. Since it is difficult

to imagine

a

reasonable scenario whereby collimator angulation could
change we do not list collimator angulation as a parameter
which needs to be watched by a QC program.
The following conditions can cause the system perfor
mance to be degraded and are known to be susceptible to
change.
Collimator Damage
A denting of the septal walls of a collimator is a common

occurrencewhichusuallycreatesa localizedreductionin
sensitivity. This condition creates a cold spot on planar
images and produces rings in SPECT reconstructions.
Photomultlplier Tube Drift
Photomultipliers (PMTs) are susceptible to drift, particu
larly within the first 6 mo of their life. This condition results
in localized unifonnity changes and spatial variations in
energy resolution.
Energy Peak Drift
Drifting electronics

and power supply instability

can

cause the peal of the spectrum to drift. This may or may not

be visible as a uniformity degradation,
global sensitivity change.
Electronic
Drifting
results in
electronic

and can result in a

Offsets Drift
electronics can cause a change in offsets; this
a shifting of the image position relative to the
axes, which in turn changes the center of rotation

Crystal or Light Coupling Degradation
Both yellowing of the crystal due to hydration and
degradation or discoloration of the coupling compound
between the crystal package and the PMTs reduce light
transport to the PMTs. Loss of scintillation light increases
statistical uncertainty in all signals, thereby degrading
spatial and energy resolution. In extreme cases, or when the

degradation is spatially varying, the uniformity may also be
affected.
Contamination
The presenceof radioactivematerialson floors, walls, or
at any other unexpected location, may cause artifacts. Even
small spillson the collimator will reconstructinto significant
hot rings. Spills on the floor may be invisible in all

tomographicviews exceptwhen the camerahappensto be
pointing down, potentially causing reconstruction artifacts.
Contamination has an unpredictable effect on any type of
imaging.
Background
Similar to contamination, background radiation should be
considered separately because ofthe different source mecha
msm. An unpredictable source of radioactivity can include
hot patients in the proximity of the imaging system or
unshielded lines of sight from the imaging system to the hot
lab. If high-energy imaging agents are being used, the
potential exists for penetration through the back of the
camera where shielding is thinner. Proximity to any x-ray
generator can lead to energy and resolution degradation.
Magnetic Fields
Magnetic fields can affect the gain of PMTs, and are a
potential source of degradation for reconstructed resolution
and uniformity. Although most cameras are adequately
shielded for the Earth's magnetic flux, the presence of a new
MRI or large power

transformers

in the proximity

of the

imaging system or other magnetic fields can have large and
unpredictable results.

Variations with Angle of Rotation

Some of the problems described above (e.g., offsets and
electronic noise) can be caused by cable or slip ring changes.
These changes could cause significant variation in resolu
Mechanical COR Change
tion, sensitivity, and/or uniformity as a function of rotation
if any of the motions required to maintain the camera
angle. These variabilities can degrade reconstructed resolu
headspointing at the centerof rotationgo out of adjustment
tion and uniformity.
the system COR will change. In the case of noncircular
orbits, the same problem occurs if the detector head is not
RECOMMENDED OC TESTS
pointing toward the point (typically off-axis) where the
The tests that will be recommended are not intended as
computer software expects it to be.
absoluteperformancemeasurements:instead,it is the inten
Electronic Noise
tion that regular measurement should indicate changes in
system performance. It is, therefore, important that a base
Changes in electronic components or power supply prob
line is established when the system is in a known â€œgoodâ€•
lems (either within the system or from the outside power
source)can causenoise.Noise will degradeboth spatialand state (this can be achieved by acceptance testing, or by
energyresolution,which will alsodegradethe reconstructed performing other extensive performance tests). Each sequen
resolution. If the noise is severeor contains a significant tial measurement should be compared to the baseline. A
suddendeviation from earlier measurementscould indicate
systematiccomponent,it can affect uniformity.

(COR)of thesystem.
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maintenancein the nearfuture.
The table in Appendix A shows a matrix cross-referencing
a number of tests that might be considered for SPECT QC

mark placed on the source can be used to reproduce this
positioning. Keeping track of source activity and count rate
for each uniformity acquisition will indicate changes in
sensitivity without the need for additional acquisitions. For
cameras using several different collimators an appropriate
rotation schedule should be followed. For departments that

against the potential

preferto acquireintrinsicfloods,extracaremustbetakento

either a measurement error or a system problem that is likely

to need immediate attention, while a gradual degradation
suggests that the system may be due for preventative

sources of performance

degradation

listed above. An attempt will now be made to describe ensure that exposed crystals are not damaged and that
different tests that can be used to look for such degradation.
collimators are regularly tested on a rotating scheduleto
These tests fall broadly into three categories:
expose any changes in extrinsic uniformity. In either case, a
total count of 3M to SM would be appropriate (with larger
. â€œGoodpracticeâ€• : easy steps requiring
only vigilance
FOV cameras using SM, smaller ones using 3M).
on the part of the technologist performing the acquisi
For clinical radionucides
other than 99mTc it is not
tion and reviewing the results. Very important for good
practical to perform extrinsic flood testing. For such radionu
SPECT quality.
clides it is important to verify intrinsic uniformity with the
. â€œDailytestsâ€•: the core of the QC program.
appropriate corrections' on a regular schedule, the frequency
. â€œLessfrequentâ€• tests: tests to be performed
on some
of which will depend on the variety of radionuclides used
regular schedule other than daily.
with a particular system. In any case there should be recent
evidence of uniformity

Good Practice Tests
Visual Check of Energy

Spectrum.

During patient setup,

where possible, look at peal position, peal width, presence
of other activity

(peals of other radionuclides).

This will

help identify peak shift, loss of energy resolution and
background radiation. On some systems it may be appropri
ate simply to check that the window settings match the
radionuclide used, and that the count rate observedduring
patient setup is in line with expectations (based on experi
ence with similar scans).
Background Activity Check A background activity check
shouldbe performed with the collimator on or off. This is
best done at the same time as other intrinsic measurements:
intrinsic flood uniformity can readily be degraded by the
presence of a small amount of background. The total number

of counts in a fixed duration acquisition and inspection of the
energy

spectrum

will

indicate

presence of background

activity to which an uncollimated detector is very sensitive.
Cine Review ofSPECTData. After acquisition and before
reconstruction,cine review will show up patient motion
along the axis of rotation, background activity in the field of
view, variations in camera performance with view angle and
gross COR errors.

Sinogram

Review of Data. When sinogram review is

available, it will give similar information

as cine review of

planar images, but with greater sensitivity for lateral patient
motion, and less for vertical shifts.

DailyOCTests
Low-Count Extrinsic or intrinsic Flood. A low-count
extrinsic or intrinsic flood should be performed daily on all
camera heads for visual assessment of camera uniformity.
An extrinsic flood, using either refillable flood sources, or a
solid 57Coflood source(preferred) is sensitiveto displayed
degradation of uniformity due to camera (PMT drift) or
collimator (damage, contamination), as well as to changes in
sensitivity. Care should be talen to always position a 57Co
sheet source in the same orientation for each collimator, a

for a given radionuclide

prior to its

use in clinical imaging.
Visual inspection of Collimators.
A visual inspection of
collimators should be performed daily and whenever collima

tors are changed. Signs of denting, scratches, or stains
should be followed with an extrinsic flood test and a
background check before a suspect collimator is used for

patientimaging.
Less Frequent Tests
Resolution Phantoms. Using a four-quadrant bar pattern
or some other repetitive pattern, such as holes, resolution
and linearity of the entire surface of the camera can be
judged. Frequency of testing should be dictated by either
local or federal regulations when applicable, or be based
upon the stability of each detector, as determined by the
historicalreview of pastacquisitions.if possiblethe pattern
should be rotated to a different position each time it is
imaged, so that a different quadrant of the detector sees the
smallest bars each successive week. Comparison with the
reference image (identically

acquired at the time of known

performance) should show up loss of spatial resolution
(visibility of bars) and loss of linearity (straightness of
bars)â€”thelatter is usually due to drift of individual PMTs.
Loss of resolution may indicate electronic noise or degrada
tion of crystal or interface.
For multidetector systems where an intrinsic resolution
phantom cannot be used, the manufacturer's recommenda
tions should be followed for an alternative test.
Center ofRotation (COR) Test. Frequency of COR testing
should be determined based upon the use of the imaging
system and the stability of each individual

system. Initially

CORtestingshouldbe performedper the manufacturers'
recommended schedule, review of this data over time will
provide optimal test frequency. It is recommended that COR

1Notall manufacturers apply radionuclideor energy range specificcorrec
dons. Please verifythe need forthese corrections byconsufting your operator's

manualorconsultingdirectlywiththemanufacturer.
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testing be performed

routinely

on all collimators

used for

SPECT. Variable angle cameras should be checked for both

the 90Â°and 180Â°
positions,unlessotherwisestatedby the
manufacturer. Furthermore, a COR test should be performed
any time the user has become suspicious of the results of a
routine SPECT acquisition cine or sinogram display. The

detailsof thetestprocedureareparticularto eachmanufac
turer's system, as is software for analyzing the COR. Where
manufacturers distinguish between acquisition and verifica
tion of COR, and there is substantial difference between the
two, it is the shorter test which is recommended for this
purpose. A discontinuity in the plot of COR value (or values)
over time indicates a system alignment problem.

It is good practice to look at per-view deviations from
expected source positions which can indicate problems with
mechanical alignment. It is desirable to rotate collimators
systematically for the purpose of this test, so that a different
collimator (or collimator set) is usedfor performing the test
until all SPEC!' collimators have been tested, after which the
sequence repeats.
High-Count Intrinsic Uniformity Flood. High-count den
sity intrinsic floods should initially be acquired weekly;
historical review of these images over time will allow the
operator to determine the optimal frequency based upon
eachcamera'sstability.Departmentsusingmultiple radionu

conveniently be carried out at the same time as a COR test
(using the same point source). An offset point source will
provide more information aboutcameraperformancethan a
source on axis, but when combining this test with the COR
test, follow manufacturers recommendations. For more
detailed information about camera performance the test
could be performed with multiple point sources,but this
requires additional setup and is left to the discretion of
individual departments.
Reconstructed CylindricalPhantom Uniformity. Examina
tion and trend analysis of the reconstructed uniformity of a
cylindrical phantom can give additional confidence in the
performanceof the system,but only if slices are obtained
along most of the detector face. A frequency of once a month
is recommended. The acquired data should have twice the
average counts per pixel as compared with the usual clinical
studies. This test will uncover any angular variations in
camera performance that have not been picked up by other
tests.

SPECTResolutionand UniformityPhantomTest
The task force carefully considered the usefulness of a
SPECT resolution and uniformity phantom test for QC
purposes. When performed using the phantom recom

mendedby eitherthegammacameramanufacturer
orby the

clidesshouldrotateradionuclidesusedfor this test, and medical physicist who performed the acceptance test, and
compare images to the baseline acquired with the same when acquired correcfly, the analysis of the results of this
radionuclide. Visual comparisonis made to the reference test provides information on the complete SPECT imaging
flood acquired at the time of known performance. For this system, both hardware and software. While this test may not
specifically indicate what the source of an error is, when
flood, a total count of 20â€”30Mwill be adequateâ€”with larger
used routinely it provides a valuable trend analysis of total
FOV cameras using 30M, smaller ones 20M. Such a flood
system performance. It is recommended that this phantom
will allow subtle uniformity defects to be caught early;
test be acquired initially at system acceptance and then
numerical evaluation of nonuniformity with manufacturer
quarterly thereafter. Results of all subsequent acquisitions
supplied software when provided will also provide valuable
shouldbe comparedto thebaselineacceptance
study.Care
trend information and will be more meaningful with the
should be taken to use identical acquisition (positioning
higher statistics. On some systems it may be possible to
and orientation of the phantom are critical) and process
combine this test with the acquisition of new uniformity
ing parameters when performing these acquisitions. All
corrections, in which case manufacturers' recommendations
slice orientations(transaxial,sagittal,coronal)shouldbe
for count density must be followed.
reviewed.
lilt Angle of the Camera Head(s). For best results in
Pixel Size. Pixel size is another parameter that affects
SPECT, the detector head must be parallel to the axis of SPECT image quality and quantitation. Variations in pixel
rotation (level). For manually positioned systems this must
sizing are more apparent in older (pre-1986) SPECT systems
be verified at every acquisition; but even systems with
and should be monitored more frequently on these systems.
motorized tilt angles need to be checked periodically. Verify The newer digital cameras should be tested initially upon
that a level detector corresponds to a tilt indication of zero, at acceptance and then every 6 mo thereafter following manu
different radii ofrotation. A change in indicated value will be facturers' or medical physics' testing parameters. Trend
indicative of mechanical problems. Visual inspectionof a analysis of this data will determine the optimal testing
rotating cine of the point-source projection data may mdi
frequency. This test is very sensitive to measurement errors,
cate detector tilt, as will y-axis analysis of the COR
extreme care must be talen to ensure that the test is
acquisition.
performed accurately. Any large deviation from manufactur
Reconstructed
Point-Source Resolution. Examination of a er's specification should be carefully checked for an acquisi
reconstructed point source can be helpful to expose errors in tion or measurement error.
CORanddetectorpositioning.Featuresto look for in the
Pmcedural Details. Appendix B contains a list of precau
reconstructed image are: width in all three dimensions,
tions and potential sources of errors which is intended to
shape, presence of streaking or other artifacts. This test can warn against some of the more common or likely sources of
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TABLE 1
Summary of Recommended SPECT QC Tests
QuarterlyVisual
Goodpractice

Daily

point-sourcetrum
checkof energyspecresolutionCine
phantomoptionally,
reviewof projectionand,
pattemBackground
sinogramdata
activitycheck
mators)error

Every1â€”2
weeks

Extrinsicor intrinsiclow-count
flood

High-count-density
intrinsic
flood
Intrinsic/extrinsicresolution
checkwithbaror hole

checkVisual
checkfor
inspectionof collimators
damage

ReconstructedSPECT
Pixelsize
Tiltangle

Centerof rotation(rotatingcolli-

manufacturers'to
that may affect QC procedures. The list is not intended
recommendations.distillation
be complete or authoritative, but it does comprise a
contributorstoof many years of experience of the
consultthis
this document. As such, the reader is advised to
PITFALLSin
appendix and male sure that all technologists involved
performingcameraQC are familiar with it.
asSUMMARY
thatThe OF RECOMMENDED SPECT OC TESTS
tests outlined in Table 1 are not performance

Reconstructed

able deviations will be based on individual

APPENDIX B: RECOMMENDATIONS AND
commonerrors
This appendix contains a summary of many
and problems that can produce inaccurate results,
well as some precautionsand other recommendations

tests;

may improve the quality of the QC data. Although

many

rather, the outcomes of these tests are expected to mdi-

common errors are covered here, the list does not pretend to

cate system performance changes. It is, therefore, important
only.to

be all-encompassing,

and is intended for guidance

ofâ€œknown
establish a baseline for these tests with a system
Spectrumcant
goodâ€•performance, and then to look for sigmfiEnergy
oftemdeviations from this baseline as an indication of sysPresence of excessive scatter can appear as a loss
degradation. Acquisition parameters as well as acceptpealAPPENDIX
energy resolution; backscatter may appear as a second
AA
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in the spectrum; presence of lead may give rise to x-rays
with one or more peals in the 70â€”80keY range.

Visual Inspection of Collimators
Not all collimator damage is visible!

Cine Review of Data
This is not a sensitive test of transverse COR errors in

Intrinsic Resolution

single-head systems, but will indicate axial shift in multi

(resolution

detector systems. Attention should be paid to truncation as
well aspatient motion and possible count variations between

systems). Consistently use a sufficiently fine matrix to
resolve the smallest bars. Phantom needs to be close to, and
parallel to, the crystal for best results. Images should be

frames. In the multihead

case, the views from the heads

shouldbe viewed sequentiallyif possible.

transverse COR errors between heads in a multihead system

(depending on whether the data is acquired as interleaved
360Â°,or sequentially, the effect on the sinogram will be
different).

Extrinsic Flood
A new 57Co source may contain short-lived contamination
a high-energy

component

that will

sensitivity. This problem is reduced by:
an aged

57Co sheet

source

for

the uniformity

measurement, and/or
. Backing

the sheet source

away from

@â€œ@Tc
is quite different

on most

do thismay resultin moire patternsin the image.Ensurethat
the same phantom is used for the reference image and for
subsequent comparisons.

Extrinsic Resolution Phantom
This is not recommended, since it will result in substantial
loss of resolution (so that small changes in the system
resolution are less likely to be picked up). Beat patterns with

the hole pattern from the collimators can distract from the
underlyingimage.

create image

artifacts and cause errors in the measurement of collimator

. Using

with 57Co and

acquired and viewed in as fine a matrix as possible, failure to

Sinogram Review
This test is very sensitive to transverse patient motions
which show up as discontinuities. The same will be true of

with

Don't breal the crystal! Use the samesourceevery time

the detector

as far

as is practical (this assumes the sheet source extends
beyond the edge of the FOV).

Center of Rotation
Use a compact, symmetrical point source. Avoid scatter/
differential attenuation (e.g., table). Ensure source cannot
move during the acquisition. Use consistent source setup/
positioning. Use consistent detector positioning.
abnormal results, verify cine of raw data.

In case of

Background Activity Check

Move detectorin different orientationsto ensureactivity
If an acquisition with a new sheet source generates an
artifact, it is good practice to rotate the source 180Â°and
repeat the acquisition to determine if the nonuniformity

from all directions can be measured.

volume of liquid before filling

detector positions must be checked. If using a COR acquisi

Tilt Indication of Detector Heads
A level detector in one orientation does not guarantee
follows the source.
there is no tilt error: the gantry ring must be properly vertical
When the extrinsic uniformity is measured with a liquid
filledphantom,activityis best mixedinto the appropriate for this to be the case. If manually verifying tilt, at least two
the phantom to ensure even

distribution of the radionucide. Bubbles in the liquid, bulges
in the phantom and the presence of microorganisms can all
cause nonuniformity which cannot be attributed to the
detector. Care should be taken to review/film

results with

optimal grayscale representation.
Intrinsic Flood

If a liquidsourceis used,thesmallestevenlydistributed
point source in a plastic, not glass, container (if a syringe is
used, the needle should be removed) will give the best
results;large amountsof liquid, or liquid that is unevenly
distributed in the vial, will give rise to unwanted scatter that

will degrade apparent uniformity. Source centering, and
adequate source distance, are also essential for good intrin
sic uniformity.

tion, tilt error shows up as a variation in the Y (axial)
direction.

Reconstructed Point-Source Resolution
Use same acquisition parameters. Use same source setup/
configuration. Avoid presence of scattering materials (table).
Use identical reconstruction (filter, etc.). Contamination on
the outside of the source holder will degrade resolution
significantly.
Reconstructed Cylindrical Phantom
Ensure good mixing of the liquid (mix outside of the
phantom if possible). Avoid the presence of bubbles. It is
appropriate to place the phantom on the table. Tale care to
avoid lealageâ€”this

can ruin the uniformity

and cause a

and a check of count rate should be made immediately

contamination/cleanup
problem. Keep count density to
clinically significant levelsâ€”ringartifacts, which are not
clinically significant, will frequently appear in very high

before and after the acquisition

count density images. Remember that it is the comparison

Since the crystal is not protected by a collimator, the
detector is also extremely sensitive to background radiation,
(and without

the target

source present) to ensure no extraneous activity can mar the
results.
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with the reference image, not an absolute quality measure
ment, that is of interest. If a system is used extensively with a
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radionuclideotherthan

@Tc,
thenthatradionuclide
should program used to determine the image distance should be

be used for this test if practical.

followed exactly per manufacturers'

SPECT Resolution Phantom
Use identical acquisition setup parameters every time.
Ensure that phantom is properly aligned (not tilted or
rotated) and centered on the axis of rotation. The orientation

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

of the objects within the phantom, relative to the detectors,

should be the same and the data should always be acquired
over 360Â°.Ensure adequate angular sampling and matrix
resolution (100 projections or more, 128 matrix). Use
standard reconstruction and processing every time. Use
clinically relevantcountsper view. Use similar activity (time
per view) every time. Use the same collimator (set) every
time. For systems used in variable detector configurations,
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used for the acquisition.

It shouldbe statedthatcarefultestingof bothCORand
SPECT uniformity will test camera performance and detect
the problems that may affect the image quality of the SPECT

resolutionphantomacquisitions.
Pixel Size Calibration
On many newer digital cameras pixel size is set by
linearity calibration and thus uniformity and linearity tests
will provide a more sensitivetestof pixel size variations.
Pixel size testing is very dependent upon an accurate
acquisition setup. It is recommended that capillary tube
sources, or an appropriate phantom as recommended by
either the camera manufacturer or the medical physicist, be

used. The millimeter scale used to position the tubes a
known distance apart must be accurate. The measurement
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